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February - March 2006
Artists’ Books exhibition in the Library,
School of Art, Media and Design,
University of the West of England
Bristol, UK
Sharp Impressions
Béatrice Coron and Heather Hunter
1st Feb – 6th March 2006

This exhibition brings together two
artists, Béatrice Coron and Heather
Hunter, who use paper cutting in their
artist’s books.
Heather Hunter loves the versatility of
paper allied to collagraphs, text
printing and uses various binding methods
to result in the book forms that she has
produced to date. Inspiration for her
work comes from environmental memories,
for example memories of Namibia but also
memories of precious things held in
the hand. Environmental memories (memory
of place) are a universal human
experience producing feelings unique to
each person. Her books are her response
to those feelings.

Interested in narratives and graphics,
Béatrice Coron creates in paper cuttings
and artists books.
Born in France, she studied briefly at
the school of Beaux-Arts in Lyon, and
also studied Mandarin Chinese. She has
been a shepherd in the Alps, a truck
driver, worked in tourism (over ten years
including as a New York City tour guide)
among other occupations. These jobs
permitted her to explore different
realities as well as nurture a passion
for art by visiting museums and
travelling around the world.
Before moving to New York in 1984, she
lived in Egypt and Mexico, each for one
year, and then lived two years in China.
Immerging herself in these various
cultures, she learned the languages and
experienced the life styles and crafts.

San Cristobal de las casa (2005) Béatrice Coron

If all the world were paper… Heather Hunter, 2001

She started using paper cutting in her
work as a printmaker. Using the paper
cuts as a base for collagraph printing.
The tactile nature of this form of
printing led her to produce artists’
books where the tactile quality becomes
part of the experience of reading the
books. Precious (2002).
Occasionally a book is made wholly by
paper cutting If all the world were
paper… (2001) or mixed with photography
Looking for Shakespeare’s flowers(2004)
where the flowers are viewed through 16th
Century knot garden design paper cuts.
In www dot com (2001) the paper cuts have
been scanned into a computer and become
the base for other images and text.
The final example is one of a new series
of tunnel books in which paper cutting
techniques are used. Progress (2005).
Heather can be contacted at
heather@hunterbooks.co.uk.
www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk

From the outset, New York sparked her
imagination; that is where she started a
full-time career as an artist in 1990.
She has applied her graphic skills as an
illustrator for magazines and books.
In 1996, she started to use paper cutting
in a tri-dimensional manner and began
creating artists books. She has also
become interested in the process of
integrating art into public spaces.
In such creations, the participation of
the community, practical aspects of
budgets, and the safety of materials and
maintenance solutions must all become
part of the artistic vision. She still
views these works as artist books,
because they tell stories and invite
readers into another universe. The full
range of her art can be seen at
www.beatricecoron.com.

7th March – 9th April
Artists’ Books by Carrie Galbraith

After several years in the commercial
arts as a graphic designer and art
director, Carrie Galbraith returned to
the studio, receiving her MFA in Book
Arts/Printmaking at the University of
the Arts in Philadelphia. She was
awarded a Post Graduate Fellowship to
P.T.O. FOR GENERAL BOOK ARTS NEWS…

teach printmaking and book arts at the
Scuola Internazionale di Grafica in
Venice, Italy, and was invited to renew
her fellowship for a total of 3 years. In
2004/2005 she was a Fulbright Scholar in
Romania, where she taught Book Arts
and Professional Practices at two
universities as well as facilitated an
exchange show between the University of
the Arts in Timisoara, Romania and the
University of the Arts in Philadelphia.
From September to December 2005, she was
Artist-In-Residence at Seacourt Print
Workshop in Bangor.

and interpreted in the context of
collective history as found in
archeological sites. The loss of family
leaves ruins in the form of fragmented,
and often unfathomable, memories.
By combining drawing, printmaking,
photography, digital imaging and writing,
I explore the narratives found in these
memories and inexplicable remains of the
past through the book form.
Interioria Terrae
Carrie Galbraith,
2004.
Edition of 20,
ink jet, digital
photography, on
japanese paper.

Delle Sante, Carrie Galbraith, 2004. Edition of 20, wax
print, digital photography and drawing on parchment.

A native Californian, Carrie has driven
around 47 of the 50 states, sailed across
the Pacific Ocean, taught sailing in
Hawaii, studied art in Poland and
traveled by bus and train throughout
Eastern Europe, the Balkans and, most
recently, Turkey.
An avid journaler, she creates prints
and books using drawing, printmaking and
photography combined with her lifelong
interest in history and archeology.
She has been active in group and solo
shows in Europe and America and publishes
her artists’ books under the imprint of
Ketone Press. Her work is in public and
private collections in Europe and America
including Columbia University, The
University of California at Berkeley, The
National Library in Rome and the Tate
Britain.

Notes on the Work: One of the many things
that continues to call me to the next
horizon is the way people build monuments
in an effort to tell their story and how
these narrative monuments change through
the passage of time and the process of
history
The ghosts of civilizations, as found
in artifacts and ruins, reflect both
personal and collective loss. My interest
is the theme of history and memory and
stems from my own losses, as understood

My travels serve to inform the work
through observation and response to the
ruins with my own memories, real and
imagined. In documenting my journeys, be
they long train or bus trips, long
drives, or nightly dreams, I act as an
archeologist in the excavation of the
simplest of details. The broken windows
of an empty apartment in Venice invoke
the memories of a house briefly lived in
childhood. The soft faded frescoes on the
walls of houses in Pompeii speak directly
to the soft faded photographs found in my
grandmother’s scrapbooks.
The use of multiple narrative opens up
the possibility for several voices to
inhabit one book, creating an overlap of
texts and images that weaves these
historical and autobiographical fragments
into a cohesive fabric, unveiling the
truth hidden in the ruins.

Exhibitions
Friday 10 March - 10 April 2006
Mirtha Dermisache: editorial device n°3 dispositivo editorial n°3
bookartbookshop, 17 Pitfield Street,
London N1.
Over from Argentina, Mirtha Dermisache
will be showing a selection of works
published since the beginning of the
seventies, (see dbqp visualising poetics,
http://dbqp.blogspot.com/2005/02/importance-of-documental-structure-to.html Mirtha Dermisache and asemic writing) and
an installation in bookartbookshop that
combines a publishing process (printing,
edition and sale) with a conceptual
intervention.
The first of these interventions took
place in Buenos Aires in 2004, the second

this newsletter can be downloaded in colour from www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/banlists.htm

in Paris. We are extremely honoured to be
the third context for her work.
To coincide with this, Richard Makin has
invited Dermisache to take part in the
poster project:
51:31N 00:05W Mirtha Dermisache
Diario n°1 - Año 1

Arcadia id est: artists’ books, nature
and the landscape, touring exhibition
The next exhibition venue dates are:
6th Feb – 10th March 2006
Hartley Library,
University of Southampton
University Road, Southampton SO17 1BJ
www.soton.ac.uk/library/about/hl/index.html

Do visit our website for Book of the
Month, an interview with Alastair
Brotchie of Atlas Press
www.bookartbookshop.com
VAUDEVILLE NATION - An exhibition at
Lincoln Center Library for the Performing
Arts (NYPL), USA Nov 15 - April 1, 2006.
My dad, Hal Sherman, (1897-1985) was an
internationally renowned, rubber-legged
eccentric vaudeville dancer in the 1920s
through the early 1940s and was often
compared to 'Charlie' Chaplin.
The tradition of eccentric dancers is as
old as Pantomime & the Commedia del Arte
and firmly rooted in the French & English
Music Hall.
Growing up after vaudeville, I’d never
seen my father dance anywhere other than
in our living room. Therefore, it was
thrilling several years ago to come
across the 1939 Vitaphone film ONE FOR
THE BOOK, as part of a soon-to-bereleased documentary about eccentric
dancers by Betsy Baytos. Last year,
having decided to create a crisp black
and white book about him, I recreated
illustrations based on 1928 caricatures,
added part of a review written in Paris
in the 20s, translated from the French
by a family friend and former editor at
McGraw Hill, Elizabeth Blackert, 94.
Included in the DELUXE EDITION, is a DVD
film dance clip from ONE FOR THE BOOK,
edited by Michael Simpson (Dustbrothers).
All the pieces fit neatly together in an
origami folded sleeve.
ONE FOR THE BOOK by Alice Simpson
5.5” x 5.5” x . 25” x 27.5” open; Offset
printed in black on Monadnock Silk 80lb.
Cover; Luna typeface; Caricatures by
Artist; Text by “GR” from 1928 Paris
review.
DELUXE EDITION signed, numbered, includes
1939 Vitaphone film clip on DVD.
See:www.alicesimpson.com/books/books.html
(Glasses not included)
Price: $100 ($5 shipping US) BOOK ONLY
Price: $40 (postage included)
Le immagini affamate exhibition,
including works by Great Matteucci
continues until the 7th March 2006
at the Museo Archeologico, Regionale,
Piazza Roncas, 12 Aosta, Italy.

www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk

Behind The Scenes

Patricia Collins and Jorg Seifert, 2002

1st April – 15th May 2006
Broekhuis Bookshop, Enschede and the
Library at AKI, Hallenweg 5, 7500BK,
Enschede, The Netherlands
Crossing the Divide: artists' books and
an installation by Karen Hanmer at Woman
Made Gallery, 685 N. Milwaukee Avenue,
Chicago, Illinois. www.womanmade.org
20th January – 23rd February 2006.
Boys’ and Girls’ Bookshelf: an exhibition
of altered books by 10 artists at Smoky
Hill Library, 5430 S. Biscay Circle,
Centennial, CO 80015, USA from 1st – 25th
February 2006, and at Bookbuffs, 1529 S.
Pearl St, Denver, CO 80210. 7th March –
29th April. www.karenhanmer.com
An exhibition of bookworks and collages
by Doug Beube. 8339 Old York Rd, Corner
Old York and Township Line Roads, Elkins
Park, PA 19027, USA December 2005 - 17th
February 2006
www.mindspring.com/~dbeube/avoidinvitejmuseum.html

Extensions: an exhibition of recent
acquisitions of the CDLA, including books
by Ed Ruscha, Alison Knowles, Colin
Sackett, David Shrigley and Buzz Spector.
1st Feb – 25th March at the Centre des
Livres d’Artistes, 1 Place Attane, SaintYrieix-la-Perche, France. www.cdla.info
15 lbs of Potato Sacks
In 1984, Professor Tom Trusky of the
English Department at Boise State
solicited Idaho potato companies for
samples of their burlap sacks— to serve
as inspiration for the graphic artists
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illustrating the 1985 “All Idaho” issue
of Cold-drill, the university’s literary
magazine. Those potato sacks were put on
display at Boise State in 1985 and again
in 1995. Following the 1995 exhibition,
the sacks were transferred to the
University Archives in Albertsons
Library. We have resurrected twenty-four
of the sacks — weighing 15 pounds— and
put them on display on the second floor
of Albertsons Library during January and
February 2006. To view the sacks online
see: http://library.boisestate.edu/special/potatoes.htm
Too Much Bliss: Twenty Years of Granary
Books. Smith College has launched a
Granary Books exhibition with over 40
works, in the Smith College Museum of Art
and have built a complex website for it.
See www.smith.edu/artmuseum/exhibitions/
granarybooks/index.htm an amazing
resource of images with corresponding
information.
Also showing in February is an exhibition
of the work of Anne Walker, for more
info: www.smith.edu/libraries/fyi/299.htm.

2005 saw the 10th Anniversary of the
Libri Mai Mai Visti, an annual exhibition
competition of artists books which have
never been edited, mass produced or
reviewed. There are some nice visual
examples of annual entries on the website
www.vaca.it/pagine/lmmv_it/lmmv_home.htm
Layers: an exhibition of works on paper
by book artists, printmakers and
illustrators at RK Burt Gallery, SE1
Recto Verso are a group of students in
the third and final year of a BA in Book
Arts and Crafts(Hons) degree at the
London College of Communication (formerly
the London College of Printing). As a
group our work is very diverse. Some of
us focus on traditional bookbinding
skills, others enjoy printmaking,
illustration, and photography, others
produce one off sculptural pieces.
The course allows as to work in the areas
we enjoy, while encouraging us to try new
processes.
As part of the PPD (Personal and
Professional Development) aspect of the
BA Book Arts and Crafts course, the group
is required to organise an exhibition of
third year students work.

The R.K.Burt Gallery in
hosting our exhibition.
a gallery space for use
students, R.K.Burt’s is

Southwark will be
As well as being
by degree
primarily a paper

merchant, supplying high quality papers
to industry and individuals. They deal
in a huge range of papers, including
handmade Japanese, Nepalese and Indian
papers as well as the more standard
printmaking and etching papers. As an
extension to the business and in order to
promote ‘works on paper’, the R.K.Burt
Gallery provides an excellent opportunity
for degree-level students like ourselves
to gain an insight into organising an
exhibition.
We are working together as a group to
organise and promote the event, doing
everything from designing and printing
the posters through to curating and
displaying the work. For many of us this
will be the first time we have publicly
exhibited work or organised an exhibition
and provides excellent preparation for
the organisation of our end of year show
in the summer.
We decided that in order to hold an
exhibition of group work, it would be
much better to set a theme for the work
being shown. After much deliberation,
the theme of ‘layers’ was chosen as it
describes well not only the media and
processes we use in our work, but also
the nature of book arts. Books are
created using layers of paper, board,
leather and cloth. Printmaking techniques
combine with letterpress printing,
computer aided design with craft,
fine art with traditional bookbinding
processes. The theme ‘layers’ encompasses
these processes and the diverse ways in
which we work.
The ‘layers’ exhibition acts as an
interim show, a halfway mark through the
final year of our degree and also as an
excellent preparatory exercise for our
final year showcase in the summer.
Layers will take place from 1st - 9th
February at the R.K.Burt Gallery
57 Union St, London SE1 1SG.
For more information, please visit
www.bookartsandcrafts.net or contact
Simon; simon@bookartsandcrafts.net.

PTO exhibition: artists’ books and small
press publications, PTO brings together
artists and designers whose work is
creative and exploratory, be it sensitive
and lyrical, political, poignant,
humorous...
The exhibition is a celebration of the
diversity of the book form and its'
content.
20th – 31st January at Neo gallery 25-31
Market Place, Cockermouth, Cumbria.
Tel: 01900 829900.
www.neo-gallery.co.uk/gallery.shtml

Bookmarks I, II, III
March 6 - April 23, 2006
Stewart Center Gallery
Purdue University, USA
This exhibition will feature fine art
prints in the form of bookmarks and
unique artist books. Bookmarks is a three
part project from The Centre for Fine
Print Research at The University of the
West of England to encourage people to
appreciate artwork in the book format and
to visit artist’s book venues and
libraries. The projects involve artists
who work in the format of the artist’s
book, each of whom generously produces
an edition of 100 bookmarks for free
distribution to the public. The display
sets have now been installed in over 20
venues, with more than 75 contributing
artists producing over 5,000 bookmarks
since May 2004.
Purdue University Galleries exhibitions
and events are free and open to the
public.
Monday - Saturday, 10 a.m. – 5 p.m,
Thursday until 8 p.m., Sunday, 1 – 5 p.m.
Stewart Center Gallery, Stewart Center,
Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN
47907, USA
www.purdue.edu/galleries

Glass books by Lindsey and
Elizabeth Ryland Mears.
Sandblasted, flame-worked
glass, with images and text
sandblasted and hand-inked.

Books Transformed... an exhibition of
artists’ books at the Flinn Gallery,
Greenwich Library, Greenwich, CT, USA
January 12-February 16 2006
The following artists will have several
works on display:
Deborah Phillips Chodoff
Anne-Claude Cotty
Ramon Lascano
Elizabeth Ryland Mears
Lindsey Mears
Michelle Mozian
Werner Pfeiffer
Rosalie Tisch
Events
Focus on Artists’ Books III
February - March 2006 Artspace Mackay,
Queensland, Australia
conference - exhibitions - masterclasses
displays - workshops - residencies
See www.artspacemackay.com.au for the
full programme.
An Artspace Mackay project celebrating
the 40th anniversary of the Print Council
of Australia and Imprint magazine.
Focus on Artists’ Books is an Artspace
Mackay programme which aims to stimulate
critical dialogue about artists’ books
and the book arts in Australia, and
generate broader awareness of the artform
within the region and nationally.

The Meaning of the Book, an exploration
of the range of bookish manifestations
based on the theme of the five towns of
Featherstone, Castleford, Wakefield,
Normanton and Pontefract. The exhibition
runs from 1st March – 14th April (not far
from Halifax if you are going to the
Artist’s Book Fair on 11th March).
2 Sagar Street, Castleford, W.Yorkshire.
Open: Tues, Weds, Thurs 10 – 4 p.m.
Other days by request.
Contact: Emma Richards 01977 556741.
Artists’ books by Brian Lewis, Rosie
Gilligan, Liz Salter, Harry Malkin, Stina
Harris and Dave Wilders and others.

www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk

The programme includes the FOCUS ON
ARTISTS’ BOOKS III exhibition from Friday
24 February 2006, Artspace Mackay and The
1st Libris Awards Australian artists’
books prize and exhibition and Scripta
Manent, New works by Angela Cavalieri.
CONFERENCE: 3rd Australian Artists’ Books
Forum Saturday 25 February & Sunday 26
February 2006 Mackay Entertainment Centre
A number of international presenters and
guest artists alongside leading speakers
from throughout Australia.
A range of speakers including artists,
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curators, librarians, collectors and
researchers. The conference programme
will include keynote papers, panel
discussions, conference papers and
artists’ talks with a range of
presenters including:
Jacqueline Armitstead, public art
curator, Cox Rayner Architects, Brisbane
Sarah Bodman, Centre for Fine Print
Research, University of the West of
England, Bristol, UK
Linda Caroli, cultural writer, researcher
and consultant, Brisbane
Angela Cavalieri, artist, Melbourne
Helen Cole, Librarian, Australian Library
of Art, State Library of Queensland
Des Cowley, Rare Books Librarian, State
Library of Victoria, Melbourne
Professor Diana Davis, President, Print
Council of Australia & Lecturer, James
Cook University, Townsville
Malcolm Enright, artist and collector,
Brisbane
Nola Farman, artist, Sydney
Noreen Grahame, Grahame Galleries +
Editions, Brisbane
Juli Haas, artist, Melbourne
Narae Kim, Korean Book Arts Fair, Seoul,
South Korea
Odine Lang, artist and lecturer,
Braunshweig University, Germany
Ron McBurnie, Monsoon Publishing, James
Cook University, Townsville
Scott McCarney, artist and lecturer,
Rochester, New York, USA
Courtney Pedersen, freelance curator,
Brisbane
Glen Skien, artist, Silent Parrot Press,
Mackay
Keith Smith, artist, New York
Andrea Stretton, Contributing Editor,
Books for Art and Australia, ABC & SBS TV
presenter
Steve Tonkin, freelance curator,
Melbourne
Judy Watson, artist, Brisbane
Marshall Weber, artist and curator,
Booklyn Artists Alliance, Brooklyn, USA

Announcements
Heinz Stefan Bartkowiak and the forum
book art team have prepared b-artl, the
first international database of
contemporary book art. If you have
participated in the last four editions
of our yearbook, your works have already
become part of our database.
We have designed b-artl to be a resource
for research. Soon viewers will find
there an abundance of information about
works of contemporary book art, although
it can’t all be seen at the moment.
As a book artist, printer or editor, you
can archive your earlier works in b-artl
"forever.” You will be part of an index
of works which can be viewed and used
from almost every corner of the world.
The first language of this online
database is English; German is currently
the second language and other languages
will follow.
If you would like to learn more about
b-artl and archive your earlier works at
no charge, please contact us soon.
The beta version of the database is at
www.b-artl.com Have fun paging through
it!
Joe D'Ambrosio has a new website just
launched:www.artistsbooksreviews.com
ARCHIVE; The touring exhibition and
resource curated by John McDowall and
Chris Taylor, is available to galleries,
libraries and institutions. A unique
collection of artists’ books fully
indexed with artist, imprint, production
details and commentary. For information
contact the ARCHIVE curators: email
book.fair@ntlworld.com or see
www.ContemporaryArtistsBooks.com

Meet international book artists in a
series of artist-in-residence projects at
leading book arts and artists’ books
studios and workshops throughout
Australia.

The 9th biennial Pyramid Atlantic Book
Arts Fair and Conference will be held on
November 18 - 19, 2006 in Silver Spring,
MD. The 2004 Fair and Conference was a
huge success for exhibitors, attendees
and scholars.

Each artist will take part in public
programmes and activities in each
location in association with partner
organisations and institutions in the
two weeks following the Forum (Thursday 2
March – Thursday 16 March 2006) at James
Cook University, Townsville; Southern
Cross University, Lismore; Australian
National University, Canberra and the
Studio West End, Brisbane.
www.artspacemackay.com.au

Over forty publishers, artists and
suppliers exhibited at the Fair while
the Conference featured some of the most
important writers, educators and artists
working in the field.
The speakers for the 2006 Conference
include: Clifton Meador, book artist and
Director of the Graduate Book Arts
Program at Columbia College Chicago,
Pattie Belle Hastings, book artist and
Professor of Interactive Digital Media at
Quinnipiac College in New Haven, and Ward

Tietz, artist and faculty member at
Georgetown University in visual
literature.
Brad Freeman, Coordinator
Pyramid Atlantic Book Arts Fair &
Conference, 8230 Georgia Avenue
Silver Spring, MD 20910, USA
www.pyramidatlanticartcenter.org
Printed Matter has now moved to
the following address:
Printed Matter, Inc.
195 10th Avenue
New York, NY 10011, USA
www.printedmatter.org
T: 212 925 0325
F: 212 925 0464
Artists’ books online – redefining the
book www.artistsbooks.slq.qld.gov.au/
State Library of Queensland and Education
Queensland’s e-learning environment, the
Learning Place welcome you to artists’
books online, which provides access to
images of artists books from the State
Library’s collection.
This project has provided a great
opportunity for us to showcase our
artists’ book collection, recognised as
one of the best in Australia. We have
featured both Australian and overseas
artists’ books from the Australian
Library of Art which incorporates both
the James Hardie Library of Australian
Fine Arts and the History and Art of the
Book Collection.
Booklyn have some new additions to their
updated website, where you can order
items online: www.booklyn.org/buy.php,
and view some movies of their books and
their makers: www.booklyn.org/gallery.php

RikArt – Artists’ Books Collection and
Web Gallery
Rikhardinkatu
Library is one of
the largest
branch libraries
of the Helsinki
City Library in
Finland. It is a
beautiful building
over one-hundred
years old, which
offers both book and art lovers,
adventures and inspiration. Rikhardinkatu
Library has a prominent collection of art
books and periodicals. In addition to
these, there is a unique artists’ books
collection RikArt and Finland’s biggest
artotheque.

www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk

RikArt Artists’ Books Collection was
founded in 2000. Helsinki City Library
aspires to fulfil the task of public
libraries as defined in Finland’s library
laws, according to which the library’s
purpose includes the promotion of
opportunities for the population to
partake in literature and art.
At present, there are over 200 works in
the collection from more than 120 artists
from Finland and many other countries.
It is probably the only public collection
of its kind in Finland. Artists’ books
are also presented through permanent and
changing exhibitions at Rikhardinkatu
Library.
Artists’ books do not have a long history
in Finland. Finnish artists paid more
attention to this art form as late as the
1980s, perhaps partly thanks to an
international exhibition of artists’
books arranged by Helsinki University
Library in 1988. Just recently the
interest has, however, increased rapidly.
Many art schools and universities have
started to include artists’ books in
their education programmes. The founding
of the RikArt collection reflects this
newborn interest and enthusiasm.
Today the collection
forms a valuable
resource for the
eye and the mind.
With donations from
the artists, such
as Outi Heiskanen
and Yoko Ono, and
a small acquisitions
budget for purchases, the collection
continues to grow.
Good examples from
the collection
Alexander Reichstein
Hommage à Hvalynsk, 1988
include Laurant
Mariot’s poetic
abécédaire extolling the beauty of type,
a suitcase-size album devoted to Hvalynsk
Russia, by Alexander Reichstein, and a
pack of cards in a sealed foil envelope
labelled: White European Male.
RikArt Web Gallery, though still awaiting
translations into Swedish and English,
aims to be informative and easy to use.
It was opened in 2004 with a purpose of
telling “all” of the works, the ideas and
techniques behind them and of the artists
as well. And most of all,our goal was to
welcome visitors from all over the world
to get acquainted with our unique
collection.
Emmi Martin and Pirjo Lipasti, Librarians
http://rikart.lib.hel.fi
http://www.lib.hel.fi/page.asp?_item_id=3092
http://www.lib.hel.fi/?_lang_id=EN
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New MA Book Arts option in Multi Disciplinary Print, at UWE, Bristol
School of Art, Media and Design
By combining the strengths of the MA in
Multi Disciplinary Print and Artists’
Books research projects within the Centre
for Fine Print Research; the School is
pleased to announce a new option for the
study of artists’ books at MA Level.

The making of A Seven-day unfolded
gradually in correspondence and dialogue
over 18 months, and from distinct
positions artist and writer found a
shared interest in the Foundling Museum,
which provided the impetus for the book.
Eddie Farrell was intrigued by a worn
plaque in a stretch of pavement marking
a boundary of the original Foundling
Hospital - its formal qualities supplying
a template. Jane Borodale was drawn to
the concerns of illegitimacy in the
eighteenth-century context, and the
immediacy and brevity of the journal
form.
A Seven-day explores a symbiotic, linear
narrative in colour and prose-poem. Three
archetypal characters (mother, infant,
father) speak briefly over the spread of
one week, imbedded in layered, lyrical
colour and texture.

We envisage a strong cohort of students
participating in the introductory
activities within the Multi Disciplinary
Print MA, before embarking on a 1.5 year,
part-time (all day Thursday) route
concentrating exclusively on the concept
and production of the artist’s book.
This will allow students a strong
foundation in all aspects of MultiDisciplinary Print and the benefit of
the wide knowledge base and opportunities
that the subject of artists’ books at the
Centre for Fine Print Research, offers.
This new, part-time course will commence
in September 2006.
Part-time, Thursday, full day
For further information please contact:
Sarah Bodman,
Centre for Fine Print Research, UWE,
Bristol, School of Art, Media and Design
Kennel Lodge Road, Bristol, BS3 2JT, UK
Tel: 0117 32 84747
Fax: 0117 32 84824
Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk
www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk

New Artists’ Publications
A Seven-day Writer Jane Borodale and
artist Eddie Farrell have collaborated to
produce a site-specific artist’s book:
A Seven-day.
Screenprinted in an edition of 12
and bound by Clare Bryan, the book was
exhibited 2 Nov 05 - 29 Jan 06 at the
Foundling Museum in London. The project
was instigated and co-ordinated by
Caroline Isgar, as part of the research
programme at the Slade School of Fine
Art.

Enquiries: The Slade School of Fine Art,
UCL, Gower St , London, WC1E 6BT
Tel +44 (0)20-7679 2313
email slade.enquiries@ucl.ac.uk or
chisgar@btinternet.com
Jackie Batey’s new Damp Flat Books
Catalogue 2006 is now available.
Three new artists’ books have been added
which be viewed at
www.dampflat.com/DAMPFLAT/books/book.htm
Issue 11 of art-omma, the online art
journal (www.art-omma.org) run from
Athens, has the theme of 'Inscription'
and is edited by Lucy Harrison, Sharon
Kivland and Jasper Joseph-Lester.
Contributions from: Artlab (Charlotte
Cullinan and Jeanine Richards), Sean
Ashton, Dave Beech, Pavel Buchler, Budget
Bureau, Vera Dieterich and Caroline
Rooney, Steve Dutton and Steve Swindells,
Chris Gibson, Lucy Harrison, Jaspar
Joseph-Lester, Sharon Kivland, Marko
Maetamm, Brigid McLeer, Simon Morris,
Redell Olsen & Susan Johanknecht, Sally
O'Reilly, Elizabeth Price, Jane Rendell,
Abigail Reynolds, Jamie Shovlin and Mark
Titchner. www.art-omma.org

KAREN MAGAZINE
Return of the cult ‘ordinary life’
magazine
At last, the second issue of KAREN
MAGAZINE is about to be published.
Ask your friendly local newsagent to
reserve you a copy now!
The SECOND ISSUE of award-winning KAREN
MAGAZINE launches on Saturday 4th March
2006. Hailing from Rodbourne Bottom in
Wiltshire, KAREN is more interested in
the weather than what to wear, pasta not
paparazzi, sell by dates than celebrity.
KAREN MAGAZINE serves up a delightful
dish of the humdrum and the homely,
gently observed and twisted into
something quite unique by Karen herself.
A glossy magazine (without the gloss).

pots, anything in cupboard, fridge etc’).
Championed by the likes of the Institute
of Contemporary Arts Bookshop (London),
from the start, KAREN MAGAZINE issue one
sold out through word of mouth.
Come and raise a cup of tea and have a
bit of cake at the launch party for issue
two of KAREN MAGAZINE, at the Summer
Café, Malmesbury, Wiltshire.
KAREN MAGAZINE – really very ordinary.
KAREN MAGAZINE -EMAP Publishing Award
Winner Best Lifestyle Fanzine 2005
The Judges said: ‘An utterly original
publication.’ ‘A cult best-seller.
A simple idea, executed brilliantly.’
LAUNCH DATE AND SIGNING: Saturday 4th
March from 11am – 4pm.
VENUE: The Summer Café, 4 High Street,
Malmesbury, Wiltshire, SN16 9AV.
(Off Junction 17 of the M4. Directions
available on request- email
karen@karenmagazine.com).
PRICE: £6.00
AVAILABLE FROM: karen@karenmagazine.com
www.karenmagazine.com
The following bookshops: The ICA, Tate
Modern, Tate Britain, The Serpentine
Gallery, and most other specialists
bookshops.
DISTRIBUTORS: CENTRAL BOOKS
www.centralbooks.com info@centralbooks.com
For more information, review copies (or
just a chat...) contact:
Karen Lubbock Tel: 07966 016008
Email: karen@karenmagazine.com

Issue one featured, amongst other bits
and pieces, Neil’s Three Favourite Teas
(‘I’d have 2 pints of Worthy E or John
Smiths to start...’), Jackie’s diary of
the weather, (‘mostly fine day’) and Some
Memories of Number 85 (‘That sofa was so
bloody uncomfortable. No one ever sat on
it’).
Issue Two continues the white knuckle
ride of the mundane with, Eileen’s mince
pies (‘we must be the only home in
England, where you can call at any time
of the year and have a mince pie with a
cup of tea) and Carol’s recipe for her
concoction, (‘Ingredients, pots, sweet

www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk

New artists’ books available from
Johan Deumens: Luuk Wilmering A Personal
Geographic, The acts of mercy.
The book contains 29 collages, compiled
from visual material taken from the
National Geographic magazine based on the
seven Acts of Mercy: Feeding the hungry/
Giving drink to the thirsty/ Clothing the
naked/ Ministering to the sick/ Visiting
those in prison/ Receiving the stranger/
Burying the dead. The collages can be
seen as a mirror of the world in which
we are living.
Aline Thomassen I travel in your head
(Ik reis in jouw hoofd)
A visual correspondent- is how Aline
Thomassen described herself during the
I travel in your head project - and that
is what she was for three months in
Morocco, sending back a drawing a day
over the internet, together with
appropriate fragments of sound provided

P.T.O.

by musician Lázaro Tejedor. The book also
contains an audio CD with the 92 sound
fragments. For more information on these
and other new titles, please see
www.artistsbooks.com
LONDON ROUTEMASTER - THE LAST JOURNEY
Ham from Seoul and Fran from Ireland...
it was their last day together in London.
They spent this day on bus line 159 and
took each hundreds of pictures.
This was the last regular line using the
Routemaster. A few days later, on 9th
December, they would be replaced, like 3
weeks earlier on route 38, by modern
Mercedes buses.
Now Fran and Ham
are back to their
9 hours time
difference.
Each will make
their own book...
and they will
compare results
when they meet
again in February
in Seoul.
This book was made
by Fran on Achill
Island on the west
coast of Ireland.
Colour laser print
Hardcover, 34 pp
12 x 17 cms, December 2005. 50 numbered &
signed copies, 40 euro / 60 US$
www.redfoxpress.com info@redfoxpress.com
Recent publications:
www.redfoxpress.com/new.html
The Bonefolder, on Book Arts Web, is a
peer-reviewed “open-access” e-journal for
bookbinding and the book arts. Each issue
can be downloaded free of charge from:
www.philobiblon.com/bonefolder/ or you
can subscribe to receive a notification
as each issue appears.
A new artist’s book: ROBERTO SANESI 8
Poems 1949-2000, with original lithograph
and etchings by Joe Tilson has been
published by Giorgio Upiglio, Milan in
cooperation with the Studio Bibliografico
Marini. For full information and images
please visit: www.libreriamarini.it/
Radio Taxi has published a CD recording
of Coleridge's Rime of the Ancient
Mariner. The recording is a sonic
portrait of an entire school, Coleridge
Community College, Cambridge - pupils,
teachers and support staff, dinner ladies
caretaker etc - each voicing a single
line from the poem which reveals itself
through this project as speaking to the
key issues of today: multi-culturalism,

the repercussions of violence and
humankind's relationship to nature. The
voices are underpinned by an atmospheric
soundscape composed by cris cheek and
Simon Keep using recordings made in the
school building. The accompanying website
www.coleridgerime.info includes a range
of teaching resources to accompany the
recording. To order a copy at £11.50 (£10
+1.50 p&p in the UK), please send cheques
made payable to: “Coleridge Community
College” to: Rime of the Ancient Mariner
c/o 38 Stanesfield Rd, Cambridge CB5 8NH
(please include your delivery address).
A book installation of Solomon’s Song of
Songs, by Ulrike Stoltz and Uta Schneider
1st-4th February at the Hochschule für
Musik und Darstellende Kunst, in
Frankfurt am Main, Germany.
www.hfmdk-frankfurt.de
Workshops
Artists’ Books workshops at RBSA gallery:
To accompany the Fine Press and Artists’
Books exhibition, 26th April – 13th May.
Saturday 6th May 2006 11am-1pm or 2pm-4pm
workshops with Tracey Bush free
Saturday 13th May 2006 11.30am - 3pm
Bookbinding with Tom Sowden £20
or £15 for friends of RBSA.
Royal Birmingham Society of Artists
4 Brook Street, St. Paul's, Birmingham,
B3 1SA. www.rbsa.org.uk. For more info or
bookings, please contact Tara on: 0121
2364353 or email tara@rbsa.org.uk
The Badger Press Printmaking workshops
for Spring 2006 Collograph, Etching and
relief, Solar Plate and Screenprinting
weekends, studio open access days and a
printmaking week over Easter. For details
contact: The Badger Press, Unit 4
Claylands Rd Industrial Estate, Bishops
Waltham, SO32 1BH. Tel 01489 892127
If you have any book arts news, please send
details for the newsletter to: Sarah Bodman,
CFPR, UWE Bristol, School of Art, Media and
Design, Kennel Lodge Road, Bristol, BS3 2JT, UK,
or email info to: Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk
Next deadline: 15th March 2006 for April issue.

